Put all your customers on the same path forward.

Leading the transition to a cleaner energy future starts by connecting people, programs and technology to a cohesive customer experience. CLEAResult ATLAS™ Connect provides customers with an integrated solution that combines connectivity and efficiency with human compassion, in order to deliver personalized pathways that create lasting, impactful changes through our unified, people-centric and cost-effective platform.

Connect your customers to solutions that last.
Regardless of where customers are in their clean energy journey, CLEAResult ATLAS™ Connect enables utilities to meet each person or business where they are today, while creating a clear and actionable roadmap for success. It’s grounded in human connections, customer choice and ongoing engagement, allowing customers the flexibility to meet changing objectives as they come.

1 Customer-centric
Prioritize the customer experience with custom configuration, continued engagement and real-time access to data.

2 Powered by data
Deliver results through a streamlined, easy-to-use platform featuring comprehensive residential portfolio management with integrated data solutions, real-time data analytics and reporting, ongoing project enhancements and notifications whenever there’s an upgrade.

3 Next best actions
Making the transition to cleaner, more efficient energy means guiding your customers from one improvement to the other with ease. CLEAResult ATLAS™ Connect gives your customers personalized recommendations at every stage, to show them how to best reduce their energy use next, making each step clearer than ever.

Powering our six transformative practices

- **Energy Efficiency**
  Easy ways for customers to use less energy.

- **Energy Transition**
  Increase and scale clean energy adoption.

- **Carbon Consulting**
  Create, reach and surpass environmentally sustainable goals.

- **Strategic Energy Management**
  Holistic strategies for long-term energy savings.

- **Design Build**
  Simple solutions to complex energy challenges.

- **Testing and Certification**
  Ensure confidence in the equipment you buy.

Here’s a small sample of programs we connect today:

- In-Home and Virtual Energy Assessments
- Energy Efficiency Marketplaces
- Direct Install & Weatherization
- Heating and Cooling (HVAC)
- Residential and Small Business
- Commercial and Industrial
- Trade Ally Management
- Electric Vehicles Solutions
- Financing and Validation

Scan here for more details.